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Tone poems grisman

A sample of the sounds of some great vintage guitars and 20th-century mandolins on tone poems, a collection of 17 memorable duets, played on 34 classical acoustic instruments, by two recognized masters of convention - mandalin player David Griesman and guitarist Tony Rice. From I Pilgrim and Swing
42 to some brand new daug tunes, tone poems (the first recording in more than a decade) rekindle the power-picking that got Graceman and Rice their title, the Gasoline Brothers - and began a revolution in instrumental acoustic music about 20 years ago. The stars involved in this project are the same
instruments - what Grisman calls vintage sounds - including the 1939 Martin D-45 guitar (worth $100,000) paired with priceless, one-of-a-kind 1923 Lloyd Loire Gibson A-5 Mendolin. An impressive 40-page full-color booklet accompanies music; For each duet there is an corresponding photo essay that tells
the story of this particular pair of instruments. A study of tonal quality and mini-reference work on some of the finest handmade acoustic instruments ever built, tone poems is a must see and heard for music lovers, collectors, musicians, and anyone else interested in the purity of sound. Page 2 traditional
bluegrass lovers won't want to miss the kitchen bars, the first in a audio archive series featuring recordings of rare artistic and historical merit not originally intended for release. Kitchen tapes were recorded on the afternoon of April 11, 1963, in Hyattsville, Maryland, the kitchen of the genius of the Bluegrass
Mandolin Frank Wakefield. There he and his partner, legendary guitarist Reed Allen - two bluegrass masters in prime - are freely jammed for hours. Surrounded by their wives and children, a reel-to-reel tape recorder, a strategically crafted microphone, these incomparable musicians playing songs that
have become the essence of bluegrass: nine pounds hammer, above the hills to the poor, the collapse of the bluegrass, Billy in Lowground, crying heart blues, racing New Camptown, down in Willow Park, hide rough, and 17 more! David Grisman and Peter Siegel, both 18-year-old NYU students and
emerging folk musicians who persuaded Reid and Frank to allow them to record an informal session for their learning pleasure and listening, also attended the gathering. This course has proved to be a watershed event in their careers. Siegel became an outstanding producer of great music by Elektra
Folkways and many other independent record labels. The Gersman (who literally wore his version of the tapes learning note-for-note melodies) went on to produce and play on some of the finest audio recordings of the past three decades. Kitchen tapes dedicated to the memory of Alan Red, who died on
April 3, 1993, almost marks the 30th anniversary of this The kitchen offers rich tapes, an intimate glimpse of two great musicians making music for the pure joy of it. It is a must-have anyone interested in traditional folk and bluegrass art. Page 3 Czechoslovak Mandolin pianist Raedem Zenkl is back with an
amazing collection of solo mandolins, mandcello, and mandolin banjo music that showcases his talents as an author and his innovative style as a performer. Czech Out (featuring eight Zenkl origins and seven traditional songs from his native country) is a technique tour de force: often it sounds like playing
two or three instruments at the same time, says the acoustic music magazine of Zenkl's incredible technique. He plucked, struts, uses a bottleneck slide and even taps strings with a pencil to extract sounds never heard before, and perhaps unimagined on mendolin. The original compositions on this
recording reflect Zinkel's classical training as a child, his heritage in Eastern Europe, and his passion for Western music that stretches so deep that he came to America (three months before the fall of communism) to be closer to his musical influences. Today, on the 28th of 2012, Zinkel left his mark on the
movement of modern mendolins in this country where his music is on the edge of the pieces. Czech Out, co-produced and engineered by David Grisman, is the second version of Zenkl on the audio disc. Page 4 Jacob de Bandolim: Mandolin Master of Brazil Volume II features 22 classical performances of
Choro - traditional Brazilian music that is not often heard in the United States. Jacob, who is considered to be the greatest mandolinist Brazil has ever known, was also a prolific composer in the style of Choro. When he died in 1969, he left behind a rich archive of Brazilian recordings - many of which were
licensed from the audio disc and released to a North American audience for the first time. A wonderful and passionate melody, reader Utne wrote about 21 anthology on the first volume of Jacob de Bandholm: Master Mandolin in Brazil that placed Beats magazine on the list of Brazilian music top 10 for
1991. Like the first collection, music was recorded on the second volume of RCA Brazil between 1952 and 1966, the head of the profession of Jacob de Bandolim. The program contains nine classical origins by Jacob, in addition to pieces by some of Brazil's greatest composers - Ernesto Nisreth,
Pixiguinha, and Antonio Carlos Jobim. With synchronisation ranging from the opening pieces of the big band, Sapeca, to the duets featuring guitar and mandroline, the varied music on volume two presents more than the very best of the incredible Jacob' play. Together, these compi-lations make a rare
audio documentary from choro and this universal artist. Page 5 two of the most creative mendolin players on the contemporary scene, David Gristman and Wendy Statman, explore their common heritage with an animated collection of traditional Jewish music called Our Songs Powerful and emotional, this
compilation of automated music is guaranteed to take audio music lovers places never before. These songs are very simple, but they have a lot of depth, says Statman, who is also a world-class clarinet player and Orthodox Jew. The higher the player's heart, the deeper he can go. If you're listening with a
heart, we'll get there too. Music on our fathers' songs ranges from liturgical melodies written hundreds of years ago to upgrading dance music played at weddings and religious ceremonies. Much of the music is influenced by the jewish folk music mechanism in Eastern Europe known as Klezmer. However,
the music on this collection has its own taste, reflecting the exceptional talent of the musicians who participated in the project. Graceman and Statman asked for help from the great Hal Blaine on drums and percussion, incomparable Edgar Meyer on The Bowed Bass, Zakaria Spellman on Toba and David
Griezmann's Five-a-side members Enrique Correa (guitar) and Jim Kerwin (bass). Our parents' songs come packed in a special closet (in both CD and cassette configurations) and include a beautiful 36-page booklet of photographs that captures the time and place of the music you're listening to. Most of
the images are historical documents of Jewish life before World War II in Eastern Europe, where much of this music comes from. The booklet also contains a brief history of Jewish music in general and details of each song in particular. Page 6 There's something only special about mendolin and guitar,
says Jethro Burns. And so there - especially when Jethro, the late master of swing, plays mandolin. Swing Law, Sweet Mandolin, recent recordings of Per Jethro Burns, is the legacy of a jazz legend series. With the help of his dear friend Don Stiernberg, a push-up rhythm guitarist, Jethro passes a rich
repertoire of standards, some familiar (body and soul, fly me to the moon, solitude) and others more mysterious (Estrelita, Fiddleobia, you'll never be the same). The resulting compilation is everything that Jethro was - affectionate, entertaining, witty, and fascinating. For most of his 50-year career, he is best
known for his work with the musical comedy team Homer And yeth Jethro, a partnership that has resulted in 35 albums, grammys, and regular appearances on national television and radio. But it also had a profound impact on the mendolin players who studied his cutting-edge harmony and pioneering
arrangements in the solo mandolin chord melody. In 1987, after learning that he was cancer, Jethro set out to document for life from his favorite music. Over four informal sessions in the basement of his house, Jethro recorded and without nearly 50 tunes. This first volume of Jethro's recent sessions is part
of the audio disc archive series. Rare recordings of artistic and historical merit. Page 7 It's the same old question: What in the unpredictable world is led by David Grisman Pentagram do the next? The answer is Dawganova, the latest version of the audio disc. This time, Dawg's music goes south of the
border with a generously inlaid set with infectious Latin rhythms and melodies inspired by the newest member of the Pentathlon, Argentine guitar master Enrique Correa. The disc also features regular quintet Jim Kerwin (bass), Joe Craven (violin, percussion), and Matt Eckle (flute, flute bass). Former DGQ
guitarist Tony Rice calls this band the best ever! Graceman &amp; Company offers up to five Dowge assets; Title cut Dawganova, April Kissa wedding, new interpretations of Barclay Bug, Caliente, and Brazilian breeze. Nari rendi-tions of Latin standards Tiko Tiko and El Cumbanchero in addition to the
sensual Manaha de Carnival and the haunting interpretation of Nat King Cole's classic Natural Boy tour of this last chapter in the sophisticated story of american string band music. Page 8 Vintage Sounds of Jazz Age Tone Poems II features Master Mandolin David Griezmann and talented guitarist Martin
Taylor in the jazzy sequel to the critically acclaimed tone poems project by Graceman and the great flatpicking, Tony Rice. Both albums document the sounds of 20th-century ancient instruments. On the tone of the second poems, Grisman and Taylor created vintage sounds from the jazz era with a
repertoire of 19 standard (played on 41 classical instruments) spanning over 70 years, from George Gershwin Swanny to the Silence crystal shecara. Along the way, you'll hear a quartet of rare models of Lloyd Loire signing on it was you, Irving Ashby (Nat King Cole Trio) D'Angelico Excel guitar on
unforgettable, and many other classic axes on melodies such as Above Rainbow, Blue Moon and Indigo Mood. Wonderful 48-page full-color handbook accompanies music; For each duet there is an corresponding photo essay that tells the story of this particular pair of instruments. Page 9 in the post - Old
New And Now... 21 years after the release of one of bluegrass's most popular albums ever comes more old and in the way - that single sound is high on the audio disc archive series. This new recording features 14 new and previously unpublished songs from the original live performances that produced the
vocal thriller captured in the old first and on the road. Jerry Garcia chose the banjo (his first experienced machine) and sang in this legendary band that played together, mostly in Northern California, for only nine months in 1973. This unique group of talented individuals, in addition to Garcia, Peter Rowan
on guitar and vocals, David Griesman appeared on mendolin and vocals, Vassar Clements on violin and vocals, John was on upright A large number of people were introduced to Bluegrass for the first time. One of the great things about the old and in the way was an eclectic and widespread reference.
This recording includes hardcore bluegrass classics like Bill Monroe I'm on my way back to the old house and Uncle Pen, Jim and Jesse McReynolds hard-hearted, Vassar Clements' amazing trifle on his lone violin blues and special orange flower, as well as Peter Rowan's favorite supposition like The
Lone Sound High and Lonely Los Angeles Cowboy. There is also an innovative bluegrass arrangement of 50 pop songs, a great prosecutor and a masculine performance by Jerry of Angel Gospel Anthem Band. All this, in addition to a 20-page booklet featuring rare photos and notes by bluegrass
researcher Neil Rosenberg, make this version a must for all bluegrass fans, deadheads, dawgheads and music lovers american vocal roots. Page 10 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of David Grisman's Quintet, an audio disc proudly presents the DGQ-20, an all-new, retro-3-CD from this world-famous
collection. Since the first quintet was adopted on stage on January 31, 1976 in Paulinas, California, acoustic music has not been the same. In the March 1996 DGQ concert review, Chicago Tribune critic Grisman described dawg music as among the most important innovations in American music. Blending



the impulsive spirit of the bluegrass, the inspiring melodies of classical American pop, the improvisational techniques of instrumental jazz and even the obvious gestures of the Klezmer turn, Griezmann created a distinctive form of American music and elevated it to the level of high art. Tracking DGQ in its
various configurations, from that very first concert to 1996, this compilation contains more than three hours of tracks that have never been released before (18 never recorded by the Pentagram) from both live performances and studio. Outstanding DGQ graduates who have appeared on the project include
Darul Inger, Mike Marshall, Mark O'Conner and Tony Rice. DGQ-20 also contains a memorable collaboration with Svend Asmussen, Jethro Burns, Vassar Clements, Al Gaspo Collins, Jerry Garcia, Stefan Grabele and The Kronos Quad. Above all, DGQ-20 is a wonderful audio biography of Doug himself
producer, composer, band leader and mandolis player David Grisman. This special package includes a 48-page history of the band featuring many rare images documenting this distinctive form of American music. Page 11 Shady Grove (ACD-21) presents exceptional folk songs and songs performed and
recorded by Jerry and David during the early 1990's. The recording includes an incredible copy of the title track as well as Stealin, Jackaroo and The Sweet Sunny South. Five tracks are duets, two of which feature Jerry playing the Banjo 5 series, with David playing guitar or 5 series 5 tracks feature
Garcia/Grisman band with DGQ members Joe Craven and Jim Kerwin, and 3 tracks are trios with special guests Brian Bowers (autoharp), Matt Eckle (flute) and Will Scarlett (Harmonica). Shady Grove was recorded at Doug Studios during the last five years of Jerry's life and shows the breadth and depth of
Jerry Garcia as one of the great interpretive American folk artists of this generation or any other generation. This version was also the first to use a high definition compatible digital (HDCD) process that produces recordings with much improved resolution when played on standard CD players, a process that
is now used on each audio disc version. Page 12 is an artistic tribute to the legendary 96-year-old Mandolin/composer Rudy Sepula featuring his unique compositions and arrangements. One of the heroes of America Unsung. - Newsweek - The original music series interpreted by Five-A.D. David Grisman,
Modern Mandolin Quartet, Kayla Flexer and Third Ear, Evan Marshall, Raedem Zinkel, and Rudy Sepula-Rudy Music from the soundtrack of 20th Century Capone - includes Rudy's first recordings on mandocello from 1937 - contains a 20-page booklet of autobiographical notes with rare images and
commentary from artists. Mastered with hdCD process (high definition digital compatible for best sound resolution. page 13 follows his critically acclaimed first critical lyus audio disc version of South America. - Classic interpretations of compositions by great South American composers including Hector
Villa Lobos, Astor Piazzola, Carlos Gardel, Augustine Barrios, Eduardo Fallo, and Abbey Azevedo. - Includes solo, duet, and trilogy by Enrique with special guests Walter Rios (Bandon, Paul Hanson (Bason), Nicolas Brizuela (guitar), Carlos Crespo (Zambonia and Quina), Robin Lobo (percussion), Matt
Eckle (flute) and David Griezmann (Mandolin). -Mastered with HDCD process (high definition compatible digital for best sound accuracy). Page 14 Listening to Doc And Doug is like being in an intimate jam session with two legendary musicians. The tracks offer the listener a range of musical styles
including The Soldier Joy Runner, Bill Monroe's Relaxed Blues, Bluegrass Stomp, And Light-Hearted, Jazzy Georgia Sweet Brown. Frankie and Johnny is a popular gem and summer gershwin has never looked so sweet. Close call vocals, impressive guitar picking and the unique mandolin shading are
ever present, along with some special guest appearances. Jack Lawrence, Guitar pickin' protiga hears on seven pieces; The Duncan Tiario (violin), Alan O Bryant (banjo) and James Kerwin (bass) fill out a special arrangement of Bill Monroe's classic tribute to close, Watson Blues. Arthel Watson and David
Grisman's musical friendship dates back to the early 1960s when a newly discovered doctor invited 17-year-old Mandolin to sing and play a duet with him in new York's popular city of Gerd. Over the years, David said, the document and I did not miss an opportunity to choose together. These tapes
document some of the great after-dinner sessions and we are pleased to share these moments with you. Page 15 Jazz Mendolin by Modern Master Bay Blues is the second and final volume of the brilliant recordings of The Last Jethro Burns Mandolyin. Companion to the first volume, Low Swing, Sweet
Mandolin, this collection features 22 new tracks of the classic swing and jazz standards recorded by Jethro with guitarist Don Stiernberg over the last two years of his life, documenting his favorite music. The package also contains rare unpublished photos and an interview with this mandolin giant. Even lazy
river, indigo mood, California here I came, I can't give you anything but love and the title track are some of the familiar tunes on The Bay Bay Blues. But all the music is vintage Jethro: a chorus after a chorus of swinging lines interspersed with an amazing technique and a jigro melody chord invented for
mendoline solo. Jethro Burns wasn't just a great mandolin player, writes Don Sternberg in opening remarks to Bye Bye Blues. He was a great mandolin player of his time. By bringing jazz to the mendolin, Jethro made a decisive contribution to the history of the machine. Bye Bye Blues and Swing Low,
Sweet Mandolin are versions of the audio disc archive featuring unique recordings of artistic and historical merit. Jethro has contributed to the immense mendolin play, great artist, great music and a true pioneer in American music series. As a friend and teacher of all Mendoli, he stretched our fingers and
minds, and most importantly taught us all to laugh at ourselves. He is the only mandolin selector with the timing of both Count Bassy and Jacques Penney. - David Grisman page 16 records the double disc Mandolin Virtuoso Man with Mandolin is a double CD collection featuring full recordings (from 1930 to
1956) from the late Great Dave Apollon. Fans of all kinds will rejoice in the mandolin in more than two hours of his music (19 of the 51 cuts on this previously epic project Unige) packed with a 20-page booklet of historical photos and text written by the project's producer, David Griezmann. David says,
fortunately, this compilation puts back into circulation the rare recordings of a mandolin genius in his primes. Apollon Was New World of Mendoli - the first to master the instrument technique and the first to adapt this technique to all music styles. David says his unique style has inspired mendos from all
walks of music, and his distinctiveness and diversity of ammunition have set new standards for mandolins that inspire us to this day. Mastered by The NoiseÆ process by Sonic Solutions, this collection of rare classic recordings is a must for all mendolin music lovers. * Mastered with hdCD process (high
definition digital compatible) to get the best sound resolution when I asked Jethro Burns who was the greatest mandolin player ever heard, answered without hesitation, Dave Apollon. - David Griezmann page 17 Breakdown, with 18 tracks never released before, is the third version of Old &amp; In the Way,
a legendary bluegrass band featuring Jerry Garcia on banjo, violin giant Vassar Clements, guitarist/singer/songwriter Peter Rowan, Madinolin Maffin David Griezmann and John Priest on Upright Bass. The music on this new CD was recorded in the same live performances as previous versions of the
collection, an old-titled self-titled and on the way, originally released on the records of the Late Dead Tour in 1975, and the high-intensity single voice, released in 1996 on the audio disc. Other songs are unique to veterans &amp; In the way include two of Jerry's original banjo tunes, Old &amp; The Road
Collapse and Jerry's Collapse, heard here for the first time. As an added bonus, producer Grisman included alternative versions of six melodies that appeared on the old recording and in the original way. Pig in pen, midnight moonlight, wild horses, Red Panama, Kissimmee Kid and hobo song. All this, in
addition to a 20-page booklet featuring newly discovered images, notes by bluegrass researcher Neil Rosenberg, personal memories of Rowan, Clements and Doug himself, make this third collection a must for all bluegrass fans, Deadheads, Dawgheads and American music lovers with vocal roots. Page
18 double dose of swing here is great news for fans of acoustic jazz guitar. Swing guitar masterpieces in the United States are the first version of Oscar Aleman' music, an amazing Argentinian guitarist who, according to jazz critic Leonard Verish, can boil Django Reinhardt, his friend and his counterpart.
This special double CD compilation contains more than 140 minutes of Aleman swinging interpretations of popular standards from both North and South America. The 52 tracks were recorded between 1938 and 1957, representing this genius in his primes. A 20-page booklet of rare photos, biographical
notes and discographical information is also included with a collection. According to producer David Griezmann, these performances stand out as classics of the improvised vocal series music and fill a missing chapter in the genre's history. Aleman's contributions to the expression that was pioneered by
Eddie Lang, Joe Finotti and, of course, Django Reinhardt and Stefan Grabelli are great. His arrangements are perhaps the most innovative and his game is stout, witty and inspired. It's always been a mystery to me why this other wonderful supporter of acoustic swing guitar has been ignored so
unrecognized with regard to Django. The audio disc is proud to deliver gorgeous music from the real master of swing to a new generation of listeners. Page 19 Matt Eckle, best known for his ecclesiastical band work in David Griezmann's Pentathlon, and branches of his own with his first feature album, Jazz
Flute on the Audio disc. Matt brings to this delicious collection of original jazz compositions and the standard of his reputation as the lead flute artist and jazz designer, as well as the brilliant musician who has reinforced and enriched the voice of five-a-side David Griezmann and captivating audiences
around the world. While Matt has the extraordinary ability to transcend any musical style with his flute, jazz is the genre he loves the most. In the true spirit of jazz, this recording is made entirely of full, unedited takes, recorded directly to analog tracks. The minimalist approach taken by Matt, says his co-
producer David Griezmann, reveals a style of room music that swings hard like a big band. In addition to Matt on the flute, this trio does not drum includes jazz notables Rami Davis on guitar and Harvey Schwartz on bass. Page 20 Classic Gags and Grooves of the world's greatest drummer in a culture
that's politically correct so it slowly loses a sense of humor, Hal Blaine brings him back with revenge on The Death Pooh! (ACD 31), produced by David Griezmann. No joke too old to tell or very precious nationality for a fun poke in Hal Blaine, known to legions of fans, musicians, sound engineers,
producers and record-making tycoon as the world's greatest drummer. You've heard Hull drums on 362 Golden Records (including hits by Spector, Elvis Presley, Beach Boys, Simon and Garfunkel, Frank and Nancy Sinatra, Mamas and Papas, John Denver and countless others), seven consecutive record
albums and about 35,000 song titles spanning over the past 40 years of popular music. With Buh-Doom!, his first ever comedy project, Hal is finally going on a record with both sides of his unique personality - his music and his humor. Who do you think kept Elvis loose enough to move those hips? Who can
even make Paul Simon smile? On Buh Doom!, Hal delivers From classic stories (interspersed with his amazing percussion and witty drums) to a live audience, recorded in the intimate setting of Doug's Studios. Each of these jokes has been tested in the back rooms of recording studios for years. Give it a
listen and you too will discover the laughter behind the hits of our time. Page 21 Garcia/Grisman Go Jazz music on the audio disc Ma (ACD-33) documents the jazz side of Jerry Garcia/David Grisman's extraordinary collaboration. Well known for their common interest in folk music and bluegrass, the two
were also avid jazz listeners and all worked with the masters of this expression - Jerry with Ornette Coleman and Branford Marsalis. David with Stefan Grabele and Martin Taylor. This unique recording features two classic Miles Davis, Ma &amp; Landmarks, Milt Jackson's Groove Bag, and David
Griezmann's original 16/16. What was recorded at Dawg Studios between 1990 and 1992, also includes guitarist Jim Kerwin, percussionist Joe Craven and flute player Matt Eckel, and all the current members of the Five-A-Side David Griezmann. Like many classical jazz collections on CD, what alternative
offers take versions of several tracks, showcase the ingenuity and spontaneity of the creative power of these two exceptional artists, and provide the listener with a rare opportunity to compare different improvisational approaches to the same material. In addition, the CD comes with a 12-page booklet
package, illustrated throughout with original artwork by Jerry Garcia. Greetings from Bruce Hornsby and Ornette Coleman, include a brief history of the project by David Griezmann. What is a good show for some of the rare moments in Garcia/Grisman's ongoing saga, is sure to delight both jazz lovers and
vocal music. Page 22 Old Music Breaks New Earth Stories Raven Told Me is the first solo release by John Cohen, an original member of The New Lost City Ramblers and a longtime supporter of old music. The 23 selections on this album offer more than an hour of traditional melodies performed by John
(vocals, banjo, guitar) with the help of co-producer David Grisman (Mendolin, Banjo Tenor, guitar and voutoharp) and old friends Sue Draheim (violin) and Judy Sitcher (violin, banjo and guitar). John helped found a new lost city for Ramblers, who defended old music for 40 years. He is also a folk lorm,
photographer and filmmaker who has produced many traditional recordings and musical films from around the world. Jerry Garcia and Robert Hunter were grateful dead among those listening to old music in the 1960s. If I didn't think of you personally when I wrote 'Uncle John Band', Robert John Hunter
said, It may be, but it was, but you're filling the bill. The album includes The Raging Hopo, Dark Haber, Chittlin's Cookin Time in Cheatham County and others, recorded with an authentic flavor and new vitality, making crow stories tell me rich retelling timeless tales. Page 23 Mandolin, a sweet, high sound
that gives bluegrass that special flavor, is the axis of Bluegrass Mandolin Extravaganza (ACD-35), an unusual double CD of the audio disc. This 34-track collection of more than 100 minutes of music includes traditional tunes such as 'Wayfaring Strange' (Sam Bush) and 'Cumberland Gap' along with Bill
Monroe classics such as 'Blue Moon of Kentucky' and 'Bluegrass Special' (Ricky Skaggs). Assets such as Jesse McReynolds' Dixie Hodown, Bobby Osbourne's 'Cherokee Lady', 'Mint' Frank Wakefield and Buck White's Down House and Sleigh, as well as 'Natural B,' Grisman/McCurry tribute to bluegrass
music father, round out the once-in-a-lifetime recording event. Bluegras Mandolin Extravaganza comes packed in a bag with a 44-page booklet made beautifully made of notes and selfies. Page 24 Martin Taylor and David Grisman front the extraordinary jazz vocal quartet me that began to see the light
(ACD-36), the release of a new audio disc. With an impeccable rhythm section accompaniment from DGQ alumni Jim Kerwin on Bass and George Marsh on drums, the talented Scottish guitarist Taylor and mandolin Mven Grisman created a landmark jazz series. Taylor and Gersman collaborated in 1995
on the acclaimed Tone Poems II, a historical look at both jazz and great acoustic arc guitars (and mandolins). The empathy and interaction that was developed during that session - and subsequent live performances - are evident in playing on this album as a new vitality is brought to classical jazz
standards. The acoustic delivery of the title cut, Autumn in New York, Willow Crying for Me, East Sun, The Lover's Man and seven others show rare depth and sensitivity. The musicians are innovative and inspiring, and the quartet members are integrated into a sound sound that is textured and unified that
lies in the improvisational nature of this project. Co-produced by Martin and David, I began to see the live light was recorded live to 2 analog track by David Dennison; Acoustically, it is one of the best recordings created by the audio disc. Page 25 get ready to go retro! Traditional music masters David
Gristman, John Hartford, and Mike Seger have joined forces to create Retrograss (ACD-37), exploring the unique musical of popular songs recreated in classic American folk styles. Imagine Otis Redding docking from the bay in the style of Jimmy Rodgers, Bob Dylan Farm Maggie Ala Dock Elvis Presley
hunting doug in the style of Charlie Paul and the North Carolina Rams or Chuck Berry Memphis with John Hartford bouncy backwoods violin playing and singing. Even the Beatles can't escape Retrograss, as when I'm sixty-four is planting from the Isle of Wight to the Tennessee Hills as an old Ragtime
series band number. Retrograss, with 17 memorable tracks produced and performed by David, John and Mike, is a musical delight - exciting to think and just good good old fun. Page 26 Mandolin Master David Grisman goes one-on-one with some of the world's greatest talent in acoustic music for D-Dog
Duos, an intimate collection of newly recorded duets. Among the special guests included in this memorable project are the innovative banjo Bella Flick, bass composer Edgar Meyer, violinmasters Mark O'Connor and Fasser Clements, national guitar ace Bob Brozman, Indian percussionist Zakir Hussain
and many more. Dawg Duos features five new Grisman compositions written specifically for the project, including the opening track of the 11-year-old jazz pianist Mando Bass Sonata and the nearest clear, old souls, which features its auspicious recording debut of Julian Laj, an amazing eleven-year-old
jazz musician. As Doug himself says, like twelve different reflections on Akillot, these two duos face great vocal artists who inspire unique musical styles and symmetries. Dawg Duos is sure to appeal to fans of acoustic music of all kinds. Types.
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